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If COVID-23 happens next year, or Ebola, will it 
be any different?

 Countries and politicians will probably do EXACTLY the same thing – consequences are 
minimal

 What HAS changed the ways patents, drugs, vaccines are prioritized?
 Will early warning systems work?
 Burnout, health worker issues remain unaddressed





Reflection for this talk – beyond the rhetoric 



Who were the bad players?



Politicians – a list of scoundrels during COVID



Politicians, countries and health systems

 Countries hoarded vaccines, drugs, resources – and not just rich countries
 Arbitrary border restrictions – again, not just rich countries
 Political rivals dealt with while eyes of world directed inwards
 Terrible and rapid corruption – examples of PPE
 Unmasking the lack of health care system prioritisation – again, rich and poor nations
 Shed light on poor vaccine programmes in much of the world



Drug and vaccine manufacturers

 Immediate prioritization of rich countries
 Also immediate patent protection 
 Secrecy agreements contingent on vaccine delivery
 Companies like Moderna – prioritized patent wars over access (despite massive public 

investment)





But we also had praise singers….



If COVID-23 happens next year, or Ebola, will it 
be any different?

 We did! It was called mPox – and it happened again – vaccines went to rich countries! 
NO plan for Nigeria, other countries who have needed them



Who behaved well?

 Clinicians – rapidly shared information
 Public health – not flawless, but many pivoted as evidence changed
 Activists – especially HIV activists
 And let us be honest – the vaccine and drug development system delivered wonders –

but not equitably
 We need to play to our strengths



So what to do?

 Recognise our friends – in climate change, animal rights 
movements, human rights – because next organism likely to come 
from a stressed ecosystem 

 Maintain pressure on rich countries – hypocrisy and historical 
restitution debt is clear

 But need to call out lack of prioritization of health systems in poor 
countries by leaders

 Intelligently assess what a more equitable world needs 
 It may be way too late for COVID-19 vaccines
 There may be far greater priorities – water, other vaccines, better primary 

care 
 Need to critically keep assessing patents and manufacturing 

capacity
 Long game – the best protections from pandemics is a strong 

health systemand strong attention to patient rights, not endless 
plans,
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